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Abstract
Using simple aircraft kinematics and airspace sector geometry, this work explores two
different problems of Air Traffic Management. In the first part of this work, a set
of analyses pertaining to the crossing of aircraft flows is given. It is shown that for
two intersecting flows, decentralized conflict-avoidance control is stable. For three
intersecting flows, simulations show a divergence of the decentralized scheme and a
centralized, optimized concept is proposed. In both cases, performance analysis and
proofs of stability are given. The second part of this thesis inquires the problem of
aircraft buffering in an en-route sector whose output rate is set at a lower value than
its input. Different control schemes are studied, and an analysis of performance and
delay propagation is provided.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Current Air Traffic Control system
Current air transportation in the United States relies on a system born half a century
ago. While demand for air travel has kept increasing over the years, technologies at
the heart of the National Airspace System (NAS) have not been able to follow an
adequate evolution. For instance, computers used to centralize flight data in airspace
sectors run a software developed in 1972. Safety, as well as certification and portability
issues arise as major obstacles for the improvement of the system.
The NAS is a structure that has never been designed, but has rather evolved over
time. This has many drawbacks, mainly due to a lack of integration and engineering
leading to many inefficiencies and losses of performance. To improve the operations,
understanding of this complex needs to be built up to a certain level. This work
presents research done on Air Traffic Management (ATM) at the level of the en-route
sector.
1.1.2 Major issues
Today's air operations are characterized by an overwhelming emphasis on safety, with
little relatively attention paid to performance of the service provided by Air Traffic
Control (ATC) facilities. Although safety will always remain the most important task
to be performed by ATC, experts agree that some efficiency awareness is needed in
the system.
System-wide
The most obvious consequences of the NAS inefficiencies are the almost inevitable
delays experienced by commercial flights in the US. As the system handles an ever
increasing number of daily operations due to higher demand (see Fig. 1-1), it also
nears a capacity limit - although this number remains an unknown. The variation
in the last few years has shown that delays were increasing noticeably faster than
13
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Figure 1-1: Number of enplanements over the last 50 years
the number of daily operations. This high sensitivity is a sure indication of a system
approaching gridlock.
Summer 2000 delays During the summer of 2000, the delay problem became
widely publicized and public awareness was raised regarding the issues faced by the air
transportation community. Weather-related restrictions severely impacted the system
at that time and translated into dramatic delays. This amplification is a phenomenon
characterizing the lack of robustness attained when reaching the limit.
Fig. 1-2 shows the evolution of delays over the last few years. Since the terrorists
attacks of September 11th, 2001, air traffic has globally decreased, and so did the
delays.
System sensitivity and delay back-propagation The state of congestion
attained by the NAS is illustrated by the following situation, which occurred in June
2000. On a clear weather day, a small demand/capacity imbalance at Newark Airport
(one of New York City's airports) propagated restrictions throughout the country in
15 minutes. Initially 5 aircraft in excess of the usual Newark landing capacity (45
aircraft per hour) led to 250 aircraft being held at airports or on holding patterns
throughout the country. Fig. 1-3 shows the evolution of the propagation in time.
Sector-wise
As the NAS is divided into smaller entities called sectors, the problems encountered
at the higher scale map to local areas. Human air traffic controllers are in charge
14
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throughout the country. (Source [39]).
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of managing aircraft in their sector, i.e. directing them from an entry point to an
exit point while keeping each airplane separated from one another throughout their
flight. This separation is a minimum standard prescribed by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in the US, which forbids en-route aircraft to get closer than
5 nautical miles (nm) from each other at any time of their flight. En-route sectors
are sectors handling aircraft at cruising altitude (usually above 18,000 ft). Terminal
area sectors, also called TRACONs, are centered on one or more airports, and control
aircraft up to a certain altitude.
Capacity limitations due to human controllers Because controllers are
human beings, they have a finite capacity to handle aircraft. Their main goal is to
guarantee safety, thus to maintain separation. Performance, and expeditious handling
of aircraft are only dealt with when time permits. Moreover, an upper limit on the
number of aircraft that can be handled simultaneously exists, although it is hard to
compute. References [18, 17] bring about the notion of complexity of a sector to
explain why this number varies with each particular situation.
Non-optimality of current control schemes The current concept of control
of air traffic relies on a fully centralized decision process. Control is performed at
the controller's level while aircraft are only the actuators. Such a centralized policy,
for all the safety it guarantees, does not perform well from an economic standpoint.
From the aircraft perspective, optimal parameters of flights (due to winds, aircraft
loading, optimal altitude or speed) are not always those actually flown.
1.1.3 Future improvements
Because of these system flaws, a lot of research and development work is currently
under way to improve the overall concept of operations. The certification process,
inherent to any safety-critical system, may delay for years the time when new concepts
will start being implemented nation-wide. A brief overview of these concepts follows.
Concepts
Free Flight Because of the centralized system inefficiencies mentioned above,
the ATM community focuses part of its work on the Free Flight concept. In this
scheme, every aircraft out of the terminal areas (departure and arrival sectors) is
solely responsible for maintaining separation with surrounding aircraft. The upside
of this constraint is the freedom gained by these aircraft to choose their flight path
independently. The assumption is that the aircraft decision makers - either the flight
deck, the airline operations center (AOC), or both - will optimize their flight path
according to their cost function.
This raises many questions about extreme situations. One critical scenario would
occur if a conflict encounter gets to a level of complexity beyond the capacities of any
implemented conflict resolution algorithm. The control would then be handed over
to stand-by human air traffic controllers, who then would be faced with an unusually
16
complex situation. There is concern about the accuracy and safety of the reaction of
the human controllers.
The foundation of the concept itself might be discussed in terms of efficiency.
Studies have been done to determine under which assumptions decentralized control
is more efficient than the current, centralized scheme (see [7, 25]). A priori, this result
is not intuitive as the greediness of individual decisions may lead to an overall higher
number of conflicts that increases the time spent for conflict avoidance on a typical
flight (due to the creation of a non-organized flow by this scheme, contrary to the
well-structured flow of today's network of beacons and airways - see [38]).
Distributed Air-Ground Traffic Management (DAG-TM) Building on
the idea of Free Flight, an entire concept of operation has been developed, where
air traffic control service providers, airline operations centers and flight deck inter-
act (see [1, 24]). DAG-TM is an advanced ATM concept where decision processes
are decentralized and distributed among this triad of agents, which have different
responsibilities.
Tools
Advances in the Air Traffic Management concepts heavily rely on new means of
communication, positioning and guidance. The following introduces some of these.
Satellite Positioning System - Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)
Satellite Positioning technology lies at the heart of the envisioned air traffic system.
This technology has been popularized in the last decade with the American Global
Positioning System (GPS), as well as its Russian counterpart (Glonass) and the fu-
ture European system (Galileo). To gain in precision, the GPS has been augmented
with WAAS in the US. This, in conjunction with current ground facilities (radar,
navigation aids), is expected to deliver the level of accuracy and redundancy required
for the safe operations of aircraft.
Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B) To supplement
ground-based radar on the way to perform self-separation, one needs to know the po-
sitions of surrounding aircraft. This is achieved by broadcasting the position obtained
through the previously described system, and listening for neighbors' positions. This
system is in its demonstration phase and is expected to be first implemented in radar-
deprived areas, such as the Pacific Ocean, Siberia and polar regions. (see [2])
Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS) A set of ATM tools has
been developed at NASA Ames Research Center under the name of CTAS. These
tools present real-time data to the controller in order for him to take appropriate and
optimal actions. As of today, they do not interact directly with the aircraft.
They currently mostly deal with the arrival and departure processes:
17
* A Terminal Management Advisor (TMA), managing the arrival sequence of
aircraft;
e A Descent Advisor (DA), generating times of descent for optimal sequencing in
the terminal area;
" A Final Approach Spacing Tool (FAST), sequencing final approach paths and
runway assignments;
" A Surface Management System (SMS), for surface movements management.
Other tools exists, such as the Direct-To (D2) tool that proposes en-route clear-
ances to be delivered by the controller, taking separations issues into account. This
alone can save precious minutes of flight and should be greatly appreciated by the
ATC customers.
Some of these tools were field-tested at Dallas-Fort Worth airport and encountered
a great success on the controllers' side.
1.2 Motivation
Motivation for the present work arises from the ATM current state-of-the-art, and is
described next. It was conducted with the intention of gaining insight into modeled
scenarios of operations, on specific issues encountered by the system.
1.2.1 Worst-case scenarios
To deliver meaningful results of stability, worst-case scenarios were preferred to prob-
abilistic analyses. The number of daily operations (40,000 in the US alone) and the
certification requirements justify inquiring the more pessimistic scenarios.
For instance, if a flow of aircraft is supposed to carry aircraft separated at least
by the minimum separation distance Dep, we will assume that they are separated by
exactly Dsep over an extended period of time. We also make sure that such hypotheses
do not overlook even worse cases. Stability results are derived from formal analysis
rather than from an extended number of simulations.
1.2.2 Separation
One part of this work concentrates on the problem of intersecting flows of aircraft.
Two or three flows intersect and each aircraft in each flow has to maintain separation
with all others. Centralized and decentralized processes of decision are analyzed and
stability proofs are given where available.
18
1.2.3 Scheduling and system overflow
A second part deals with the problem of input/output imbalance, and restriction
back-propagation, much in the way described in Section 1.1.2. An analysis of a sector
capacity is formally derived.
19
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Chapter 2
Models
2.1 Aircraft
2.1.1 Kinematics
The mathematical approach of this work requires some simplifying assumptions. Air-
craft motion can be modeled in very different ways, and to very different levels of
realism. A purely kinematic model of the aircraft is used, ignoring the mass and
inertia parameters.
Consequently, an aircraft Ai is associated with a state-space vector (xi, vi), i.e.
position and speed. This fully characterizes the vehicle. With kinematics only, any
action on the speed vector vi is instantaneous. These actions, called maneuvers,
consist of turns or speed changes and happen immediately.
2.1.2 Maneuver library
Conflict avoidance maneuvers
For conflict avoidance purposes, three models of maneuvers were used (see Fig. 2-1).
These models will be used mostly in Chapter 3.
" Lateral displacement: the controlled aircraft performs an instantaneous change
of position perpendicular to its route of flight. Its speed remains unchanged.
(Fig. 2-1-a)
" Heading change: the controlled aircraft changes heading instantaneously, mod-
ifying the direction of the speed vector. (Fig. 2-1-b)
" Offset maneuver: the controlled aircraft performs two successive heading changes,
while keeping its speed at a constant value. Both heading changes are of same
amplitude x, but opposite in direction. After the maneuver, the speed vector
returns to its original direction. (Fig. 2-1-c and [3])
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a. Lateral displacement. b. Heading change. c. Offset
Speed
As we tackle the problems of aircraft scheduling in Chapter 4, we also need to model
aircraft speed changes. Unless otherwise mentioned, instantaneous speed changes
are considered. These speed changes are constrained to remain in the acceptable
envelope of flight of an en-route aircraft. Mach number on the upper side and buffet
on the lower side limit the acceptable speed to a certain range [Vmin, Vmax], usually
400-500 knots (kt) (see [31]).
2.1.3 Two-dimensional model
To simplify the analysis of aircraft flows and to derive analytical results, we conducted
our work in two dimensions. This framework is justified in the real-world by various
considerations:
" Airspace representation to the controller is on a radar screen, thus in two di-
mensions;
* The vertical en-route structure should be modified in last resort only;
" Inefficiencies arise from fuel burn used to perform altitude changes;
" Passenger comfort is disrupted when performing climbs or descents.
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2.1.4 Safety distance
To account for the FAA separation distance of Dep = 5 nm, a 2.5 nm-radius safety
zone is attached to each aircraft. The 5 nm separation standard is thus violated if
two of these circular zones intersect.
Although a vertical separation limit of 2000 ft (1000 ft under the new Reduced
Vertical Spacing Minimum program) exists in the real world, it is not be taken into
account here because of the two-dimensional model explained above.
2.2 Sector and aircraft arrival
In both Chapters 3 and 4, aircraft need to meet a certain kind of requirement at a
given point. In Chapter 3, this requirement consists in maintaining separation at the
intersection of two or three aircraft flows. In Chapter 4, a scheduling constraint exists
at the exit of a sector.
This translates into zones of control of a certain length D. In the case of aircraft
flows intersection, we thus have a circular sector of radius D, whose center is the
intersection (see also [9]). In the scheduling case, we have a rectangular sector, of
length D, and width w: the scheduling constraint has to be met at a distance D from
the entry fix.
Aircraft enter the sector at prescribed entry points, mimicking the network of
fixes existing in the real world. The only assumption on their arrival is a guarantee
that inter-arrival spacing is at least Dep: this is a reasonable assumption stating that
aircraft are not in conflict when entering.
2.3 Control schemes
Control is applied to aircraft in flows, whether centralized or decentralized. Except
when otherwise mentioned, an aircraft receives only one instruction through its entire
flight in the sector. Depending on the situation, this one instruction is either a
maneuver or a change in speed, as described in Section 2.1.2.
2.3.1 Decentralized
A decentralized control scheme is applied when possible. Each aircraft makes its
own, greedy maneuver to perform adequate separation or scheduling requirement.
This models the Free Flight distributed concept of operations.
2.3.2 Centralized
A centralized control scheme is used in Section 3.4. This is an exact parallel with
what is done today in the ATC system, where the controller performs centralized
control.
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2.3.3 First In - First Out policy
A First-In First-Out policy is implemented in all of our models. Aircraft leave the
sector in the order they entered, i.e. no overtaking is allowed. This policy is widely
recognized as the fairest.
2.4 Metrics
Precise stability and metrics description are further explained in Chapters 3 and 4.
Following is only a quick overview of the ideas.
2.4.1 Stability
We characterize stability of aircraft flows under constraints as the state in which no
conflict occurs at any time using acceptable maneuvers of bounded amplitude.
2.4.2 Capacity
Capacity is a number of aircraft that can be processed by a sector for a particular
task (e.g., delaying aircraft).
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Chapter 3
Control of intersecting flows under
separation constraints
3.1 Background
Conflict Detection and Resolution (CD&R) has attracted considerable attention over
the last decade. A 2000 survey [26] related the existence of 68 different CD&R
modeling methods.
The research community addressed problems related to Air Traffic Management in
a great variety of approaches. In line with today's concept of operations, centralized
control approaches are used to provide globally optimal control of pools of aircraft
operating in the same airspace. Different mathematical formulations are taken, such
as semi-definite programming [15], mixed integer programming [37], optimal control
[19], genetic algorithms [16], or a combination of the above [32]. These approaches
provide optimal path planning for a finite number of aircraft performing online com-
putations. Some innovative approaches make use of other fields of research: hybrid
systems [4], optical networks theory [33], or self-organized criticality [27].
Decentralized control is also addressed in a number of papers to provide theoretical
background to the future Free-Flight concept (see Section 1.1.3). Once again, different
approaches are taken, such as: mixed integer linear programming [36], analytical
geometry [5, 28, 29, 30], or hybrid systems [20]. Procedure-based control appears in
a few papers such as [8, 20].
The present work concentrates on an infinite number of aircraft involved in po-
tential conflicts. Aircraft are organized along airways in infinite flows that intersect.
Potential conflicts occur at the intersection and aircraft maneuver independently to
avoid violating safety distances. One originality of this work lies in the proof of sta-
bility (i.e. safety) of the control law over any amount of time and with any number
of aircraft in each flows.
Section 3.2 shows the stability of two intersecting flows when aircraft use the offset
maneuver to perform conflict avoidance. Section 3.3 presents the same result for air-
craft using heading changes, although the proof is more involved than in Section 3.2.
Section 3.4 addresses the problem of three intersecting flows. Because the decentral-
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ized control used in the two preceding sections does not yield stability in that case,
centralized control is used to create a procedure-based, stable scheme.
This chapter presents results that appeared in [11] and [12]. Appendix A gives a
summary of simulations appearing in this thesis.
3.2 Two flows using offset maneuver
The problem of two intersecting flows of aircraft that must maintain separation is
addressed in this section. Considering the offset maneuver for conflict avoidance (see
Section 2.1.2), simulations are performed and a stability analysis is provided.
3.2.1 Model
The following model of operations is considered: two flows of aircraft intersect at the
center 0 of a sector of radius D, called control volume. Each flow enters through a
fix, either W (West) or N (North), with the intention of leaving the sector through
E (East) and S (South) respectively. All aircraft fly at constant and uniform speed.
Each aircraft can observe the state of all aircraft already inside the control volume
(using an idealization of ADS-B, for instance). Each aircraft can take a single ma-
neuver at the instant it enters the control volume. This maneuver must have minimal
amplitude and must be conflict-free; this assumption models a real-world system in
which pilots make safe, lowest-cost, decentralized decisions.
Offset maneuver and lateral displacement The offset maneuver is shown
in Fig. 2-1-c and with more details in Fig. 3-1. It consists of two successive heading
changes of fixed amplitude ±x. This type of maneuver is considered realistic and
air traffic controllers use it to handle conflicts. The amplitude of the maneuver is
modulated by the length of "inclined" leg.
Comparing with the lateral displacement model (see Fig. 2-1-a), the offset ma-
neuver considered in this section is equivalent to a lateral jump of size d and a lon-
gitudinal, backward jump of size d tan (x/ 2 ) (see Fig. 3-1). This important remark
simplifies the stability analysis by making the proofs presented in [29] almost directly
applicable to the current model. One difficulty arises here as the inclined leg is not
included in the conflict resolution analysis, and must still be conflict-free. Therefore,
we assume the offset maneuver area is sufficiently far from the conflict itself. Under
these conditions, the maneuver reduces to choosing a position, when entering the
control volume, along a line inclined at an angle of value ±(7r/2 + x/ 2) with respect
to the direction of flow. This angle is positive if the deviation occurs to the left and
negative to the right.
We wish to derive the largest lateral deviation necessary for conflict resolution.
As in the analysis presented in [29], we define a corridor of width dmax, within which
each aircraft can maneuver (Fig. 3-3). It is shown that for dmax large enough, there
always exists a maneuver within that corridor such that any conflict can be solved.
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Figure 3-1: Offset maneuver
3.2.2 Simulations
Fig. 3-2 shows the result of a simulation using 250 aircraft in both flows, with an
initial separation subject to a uniform distribution on the interval [5,15] nm. A
plot of the population of deviations is given along with a snapshot of the control
volume at one instant during the simulation. Data from a set of 20 simulations are
available, although only one instance is represented here. This data show a recurring
characteristic appearing in the deviation distribution: no aircraft ever deviated more
than ~ 7.5 nm. Equivalently, all aircraft found conflict-free path by performing an
offset maneuver that took them no further than 7.5 nm away from their original
planned trajectory.
This result, as well as the overall geometry of the control volume, should be
paralleled with that of Mao et al. (see [28, 29, 30]).
3.2.3 Stability proof
Existence of a bounded conflict resolution offset maneuver draws from the analy-
sis found in [29]. Parameters of interest are the separation distance Dep and the
encounter angle (90 deg, in this case).
Consider an aircraft entering the control volume. Assume without loss of gener-
ality that this aircraft is eastbound and denote it Ai, as in Fig. 3-3. We show that
this aircraft can always execute a bounded offset maneuver of amplitude less than or
equal to dmax, if dma = /2Dsep, which results in a conflict-free trajectory.
We prove this fact by contradiction, assuming in the first place that such a ma-
neuver does not exist.
Hypothesis: Ai cannot find a conflict-free maneuver of amplitude smaller than dma,
Each aircraft within the control volume projects an "aisle" (oriented at a 45 degree
angle in the case of orthogonal aircraft flows), such that no aircraft from the opposite
flow can enter this aisle without creating a conflict.
The aisles created by the eastbound aircraft ahead of Ai should not cover the
protected circle of Ai, wherever Ai is located within its maneuver corridor. Indeed, if
the converse were true, Ai could hide behind the aircraft by moving sideways and thus
find a conflict-free trajectory with an offset maneuver of amplitude d less than dmax
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Figure 3-2: Simulation for random arrival using offset maneuvers. Original separation
is uniformly distributed on [5,15] nm. 250 aircraft are simulated in each flow. Top:
Snapshot of the simulation. Bottom: Aircraft deviation distribution.
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Figure 3-3: Existence of conflict resolution maneuver with the offset maneuver.
which is contradictory with the above assumption. Stated differently, there should
be no aircraft other than A within the shaded area P (shaped like a skewed arrow
tip) in Fig. 3-3.
Meanwhile, all southbound aircraft already inside the control volume have already
performed their own maneuver leading to conflict-free trajectories, and are flying
along straight southbound paths. Under the above hypothesis, their aisles intersect
the protected circle of Ai for all possible offset maneuvers of Ai within the corridor.
In particular, this is true when Ai performs a left offset maneuver of amplitude dmax,
as shown in Fig. 3-3. Therefore, a southbound aircraft A3 (shown on the figure) is
in conflict with A1 and must have deviated to the right by an amplitude d such that
d > dmax - Dsep-42 = 0.
However, because the area P is empty of any eastbound aircraft, the aircraft A3
would have been safe by maneuvering to the right by an amplitude strictly less than d.
This implies that A3's maneuver did not have minimum amplitude. It also contradicts
the requirement that the maneuver of each aircraft must have minimum amplitude.
Thus the amplitude of the aircraft deviation is bounded and its maximum value is:
dmax = VFDsep. (3.1)
This result applies to Figure 3-2 where V/2D,ep = 7.1 nm, and explains the limit
found in the heading distribution plot.
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Figure 3-4: Airway intersection in a circular sector. All angles are measured using
trigonometric conventions: East is 0 rad, North is 7r/2 rad, South is -7r/2 rad and
West is 7r rad.
3.3 Two flows using heading change
3.3.1 Model
Geometry
Fig. 3-4 shows the model under consideration in this section. Two orthogonal airways
intersect at the origin (point 0). Two flows of aircraft follow each airway: one flow is
eastbound while the other is southbound. All aircraft are assumed to have the same
speed v and be originally all aligned and separated along either one of the airways.
As they enter a circular sector centered around 0 with radius D, they perform a
corrective maneuver to avoid other aircraft already present in this sector.
Initially, aircraft are flying along eastbound or southbound airways. The south-
bound flow enters the sector at point N and its nominal exit point is S. Likewise,
the entry point of the eastbound flow is W and its exit point is E. Again, a generic
southbound aircraft is indexed as Aj, while an eastbound aircraft is indexed as A1 .
Both flows intersect at point 0.
Upon entering the sector, aircraft maneuver by finding the minimum heading
change to avoid any conflict with aircraft already present in the sector (by assump-
tion, no attention is paid either to aircraft that have not entered the sector yet or
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have already left). This is the only maneuver aircraft can perform; after maneuver-
ing, aircraft move along straight lines as defined by their original (and only) heading
change. This conflict resolution scheme implements the First-Come First-Served pri-
ority stated in Section 2.3.3. A conflict is declared if the minimum miss distance
between two aircraft is less than Dep.
Coordinate system
In addition to the usual cartesian coordinate system (origin 0, x pointing to the East,
y pointing to the North), two systems of polar coordinates are used for southbound
and eastbound aircraft, as shown in Fig. 3-4. The position of a southbound aircraft
Ay in the sector is given by the polar coordinates (a, 71), where a is the distance
between N and the aircraft, and q is the directed angle between the vector NAj and
the eastbound direction. Likewise the position of eastbound aircraft is noted (b, 0).
Scaled variables
The radius of the sector is the reference length. The following non-dimensional vari-
ables are defined:
Dsep a b
= a - # = - (3.2)D ' D' D'
as well as the scaled speed:
V =(3.3)
D
3.3.2 Simulations
Simulations of the above system have been performed in Matlab. The radius D of
the sector radius is assumed to be 100 nm. The speed of each aircraft is 400 kt, and
Dsep is assumed to be 5 nm (thus 6 = 0.05). Aircraft enter the sector at regular or
random time intervals.
Two illustrative simulations are shown in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6. Fig. 3-5 shows a
simulation involving aircraft entering at regular time intervals with 250 aircraft in
each flow. The aircraft are entering the sector spaced exactly by 5 nm. As might be
expected, the resulting pattern obtained by simulation is periodic and bounded.
Fig. 3-6 shows the conflict resolution process resulting from a random aircraft
arrival process: the spacings between two consecutive aircraft in the southbound or
eastbound flows are uniformly distributed over the interval [5, 10] nm. The simulation
involved 250 aircraft in each flow. The population of heading change commands shown
on the distribution plot remains bounded.
3.3.3 Stability proof
Motivated by these simulations, we now proceed with a proof that heading changes
generated by conflict avoidance maneuvers remain bounded. Without loss of general-
ity, the notion of projected conflict zone for an eastbound aircraft is first introduced,
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Figure 3-5: Insert: simulation with constant inter-arrival spacing (5 nm). Main plot:
distribution of angular deviations.
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Figure 3-6: Insert: snapshot of simulation with random inter-arrival spacing (uniform
distribution over [5, 10] nm). Main plot: distribution of angular deviations.
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followed by that of eastbound protection zone for an eastbound aircraft Ai. Armed
with these notions, we conclude with a proof that aircraft angular deviations remain
bounded.
Projected conflict zone of an eastbound aircraft
For a given aircraft Ai that has already maneuvered, consider the locus of the south-
bound aircraft positions resulting in a conflict with Ai. This locus is called projected
conflict zone and is sketched in Fig. 3-7. It is this case equivalent with the "aisles" of
the offset maneuver case (Section 3.2). It is worth noting that this locus is quite com-
plex in shape and changes with the aircraft heading and its position. If the projected
conflict zone intersects with any southbound aircraft, the corresponding heading for
aircraft Ai is not conflict-free. An analytic expression for the projected conflict zone
is now derived.
The starting point is the locus (a, r/) of southbound aircraft Aj that would get
into conflict with Ai. We first derive their positions and velocities as functions of a,
# and v, whose definitions are given by Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3).
The positions of the aircraft Ai and potential intruder A3 are written in normalized
cartesian coordinates:
= (#3cos9 , acosr/WA 0 #sin 0 NA= asin
Likewise the scaled velocities of these aircraft are expressed:
( vcos 0 =6( vcosi7
VA vsin v sin? 
Ref.[23] derives expressions for the normalized relative speed c = (c., cy)T:
c = VA. - VAi (3.4)|IVAj - VAII
the relative position vector r = (rX, ry)T:
r = -a cos 7+ # cos 0 - 1 (3.5)
-a sin r/+ 3sin 0 - 1
and the minimum approach distance m:
m = c x (r x c). (3.6)
The above formulae lead to the minimum approach distance for Ai and A,:
m 2= (rXcY - rycX)2
((-ac, + #co - 1)(so - s,) + (as, - 3so + 1)(co - C7))2
2 - 2c 7co - 2sso
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where sin 0 and cos 0 have been replaced by the shorthands so and co, and likewise
for q.
We now derive an expression to describe the boundary of the projected conflict
zone for an incoming eastbound aircraft Ai. Rather than plotting this projected
conflict zone when A1 enters the sector, we plot it when A has traveled the normalized
distance 1/2 in the sector (i.e. R/2 in the dimensional space), thereby considerably
simplifying its graphical representation. We derive the a(i7) that yield a minimum
approach distance m of exactly the minimum separation distance 6: the desired zone
is obtained by solving the equation m 2 = 62 in the variable a. The two roots of this
equation, which are the locus as a function of a(7), are:
1 (sos + so + cos, - coco + 1) - 6v/ 1 + ss, 1 - coc(p(n) = ,7+SC7+C8 O7 (3.7)2 SO + sq
1 (sosr + soc, + cosn - coc,, + 1) + 6 V1 + ses, - coc, (3.8)
2 so+s,,
These define the projected conflict zone of Ai (#,0) in the southbound flow's co-
ordinate system (see Fig. 3-7 left).
Note: the aisle has a different meaning in Section 3.2 than the projected conflict
zone has here. The aisle of an eastbound aircraft in Fig. 3-3 must not intersect the
safety zone of a southbound aircraft (see Section 2.1.4). Here, the projected conflict
zone of an eastbound aircraft must not include the position of a southbound aircraft.
Intersection of the projected conflict zone of an eastbound aircraft with
the set of heading angles available to a southbound aircraft
We call decision bound the two arcs centered at W or N, of radius 1/2 and spanning
the angular range [-X, x]. Let T be the maximum heading change allowed for aircraft
of each flow. Equivalently: eastbound aircraft maneuver in [-T, T] and southbound
aircraft in [-7r/2 - T, -7r/2 + T]. Consider the angular range width x, defined as
the unusable heading range for a southbound aircraft on the southbound decision
bound (a = 1/2) due to the presence of an aircraft on the eastbound decision bound
(# = 1/2, 0 = T). Fig. 3-7 illustrates this configuration.
Defining 7* such that -(ij*) = 1/2, x is expressed as:
7r
x = T+77*+ -. (3.9)2
Geometric considerations show that:
6v/2 -62
tan x = 62 (3.10)1 - J2
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Figure 3-7: Edges of the projected conflict zone for Ai and definition of x
Eastbound flow protection zone
We now introduce the notion of protection zone, which is the equivalent of the area P
in Fig. 3-3 of Section 3.2.3. Consider the case whereby an eastbound aircraft Ai+ 1 is
about to enter the sector. Assume moreover that it is preceded by another eastbound
aircraft Ai, which has already maneuvered so as to find a conflict-free trajectory. By
definition, the projected conflict zone of Ai does not contain any southbound aircraft.
Can Ai+ 1 take advantage of the fact that Ai is on a conflict-free trajectory to gen-
erate its own conflict-free trajectory? This would be the case if Ai+1 could maneuver
so as to include its own projected conflict zone within that of Ai, as shown in Fig. 3-8.
It turns out there is a considerable range of positions of Ai for which the projected
conflict zone of Ai+ 1 is included in the projected conflict zone of Ai for a suitable
heading change 0, of Ai+ 1-
We define the eastbound protection zone as the locus of possible positions of A
satisfying the following conditions: (i) the heading of A is within the range [-x, X];
(ii) there exists a heading change O, for which the projected conflict zone of A contains
that of Ai+ 1 .
The numerically computed figure of this protection zone for J = 0.05 is shown in
Fig. 3-9.
An analytic computation of the eastbound protection zone for any value of 6 would
be preferable. It should be the object of future research efforts. The mathematical
problem of interest for the proof appears in Appendix B.
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Intersection of the projected conflict zone of a southbound aircraft with
the eastbound protection zone
A southbound aircraft Aj choosing a heading r = -7r/2 satisfies the following prop-
erty: its projected conflict zone is completely contained in the eastbound protection
zone.
Combining the numerical data from Section 3.3.3 with the expressions og(9) and
p,(9) (the subscript j is added to make clear these functions concern the southbound
flow) for the edges of the projected conflict zone of Aj, we numerically validated the
above property for any 6 < 0.2 (see B). A result is shown for 6 = 0.05 in Fig. 3-10.
Proof and bound
Armed with these results, we can now complete the stability analysis for two inter-
secting flows of aircraft, when the aircraft perform heading change maneuvers. The
following is an argument that stands very close to that used in Section 3.2.3. It is
shown that an aircraft entering the sector, say the eastbound aircraft Ai, can always
perform a heading change maneuver that results in a conflict-free trajectory, and this
maneuver is bounded above.
We make the following hypothesis, and show a contradiction:
Hypothesis: There exists an aircraft Ai for which no conflict-free path can be found
in the angular interval [-T, T] around its original heading, with T > x, and
6v/2 -62
tanX =
1 - 62
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Figure 3-11: Eastbound protection zone and the projected conflict zone of an aircraft.
Notes: loci shown here are not sketched to scale. "PCZ" stands for protected conflict
zone.
If there were eastbound aircraft within the eastbound protection zone in front
of Ai, their presence would provide a conflict-free path for Ai (by definition of the
eastbound protection zone, see Section 3.3.3): by taking an appropriate heading, A2
would be able to move its projected conflict zone completely inside the projected
conflict zone of an aircraft ahead, thus getting a conflict-free path solution. Fig. 3-11
shows a sketch of the location of these aircraft able to provide "help" to newcomers.
Thus, there cannot be such aircraft within the eastbound protection zone because of
the hypothesis.
At the same time, all southbound aircraft currently inside the sector have already
performed their minimum heading change maneuver, and are flying along straight,
conflict-free southbound paths. Our hypothesis implies that there exists a southbound
aircraft on a conflict path with Ai for any heading change of A2 within the interval
[-T, T]. In particular, when A deviates fully to the left (i.e. 0 = +T), it remains
in conflict with at least one southbound aircraft Aj. This also implies that A3 must
have deviated by T - x > 0 (x does not depend on T, as shown above) to the left (i.e.
its new heading is less than -7r/2 - T + x) so that it is inside the projected conflict
zone of Ai.
However, if A3 had not deviated (rq = -7r/2), it would have found a conflict-free
path because its projected conflict zone is then free of conflict: it was shown above
that its projected conflict zone is completely contained in the eastbound protection
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Figure 3-12: Illustration of the proof. Top: If the hypothesis is true, then there exists
one southbound aircraft A3 that conflicts when A is fully to the left. Left: However,
this conflict southbound aircraft could have not maneuvered and would still have
found a conflict-free path because (Right) its projected conflict zone would have been
inside the eastbound protection zone where there are no aircraft, by hypothesis.
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zone, which is itself free of aircraft (see Fig. 3-12).
Therefore, there is a contradiction with the initial hypothesis, and the following
is true: there always exists a solution (conflict-free path with heading change) within
the interval [-x, X], for all aircraft. By symmetry, the statement is true for both
flows.
The next paragraph shows a simple construction where the deviation is exactly x
and x is thus a tight bound on the maximum deviation.
We recall the expression Eq. (3.10) found above for x:
/62 -62
tan= 1 = 1 - 62
It is interesting to notice that Eq. (3.10) can be linearized for small 6 resulting
in x = 6vF, yielding the result of Section 3.2.3 and [30] for the maximum lateral
displacement in the area of conflict: dmax = Dsepv'Z.
One-on-one conflict
There exists a configuration where the heading change equals the value found in Eq. (3.10).
This configuration is a one-on-one confrontation. Two aircraft, one from each flow,
arrive in the sector at the same time. We can assume without loss of generality
that the southbound aircraft maneuvers first. The angle of deviation needed for the
eastbound aircraft to avoid the southbound one is x.
3.4 Three flows using lateral displacement
This section considers the case of three intersecting flows of aircraft. The motiva-
tion for this extension is to build some understanding about the structure of inter-
secting flows of aircraft when coming from many different directions. Sequential,
decentralized control laws do not generate stable closed-loop flow behaviors. A cen-
tralized, procedure-based, optimized control policy is proposed: spatial structuring
of the airspace is identified that allows to support such an approach.
3.4.1 Model
To simplify the analysis, this section returns to the aircraft maneuvering model of
lateral displacement originally considered in [29] and described in Section 2.1.2 (see
Fig. 2-1-a). Such a model is justified in the case where the conflict area is well located
in time and space. A heading change AX is then modeled as an instantaneous lateral
jump of amplitude DAx where D is the "distance to conflict". Similarly, a velocity
change /v could be modeled as an instantaneous longitudinal jump of amplitude
AvD/v where v is the nominal velocity of the aircraft.
The conflict geometry under study is that of three aircraft flows converging to a
single point. The flows are symmetrically oriented with respect to the origin. Aircraft
in each flow are assumed to follow the same initial trajectory and then enter a circular
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control volume. Again, to avoid in-trail conflicts, the inter-aircraft spacing is no less
than Dsep.
3.4.2 Simulations
Fig. 3-13 shows that a sequential conflict resolution scheme may lead to unstable flow
behavior: three aircraft streams avoid conflicts arising due to interaction with the
other flows, using lateral displacements in the way described in Section 3.2. Aircraft
are allowed to perform only one conflict resolution maneuver when they enter the con-
trol volume, and consider other aircraft already within the control volume as moving
obstacles they must avoid. Fig. 3-13 shows that the lateral deviations experienced
by each flow become very large under such a control scheme. Further simulations
(not shown in this figure) indicate aircraft deviations keep diverging. Therefore, a
decentralized scheme is not appropriate for three flows.
3.4.3 Stabilization by centralized control
Many centralized approaches exist to solve conflicts that may not be solved via sequen-
tial approaches, including via on-line numerical optimization [29, 30, 35]. However,
these approaches are not necessarily guaranteed to converge to an optimal or even
feasible solution (indeed, the resulting optimization problems are often very com-
plex). This creates a significant problem when system safety is involved such as in
air transportation. We now show that centralized, optimization-based conflict reso-
lution strategies are stabilizing for three intersecting flows by providing an explicit,
feasible and bounded solution to that problem. While the procedure is described on
three symmetrically arranged aircraft flows, we believe it can be extended to other
encounter angles as well.
Meshing the space with projected conflict zones
The idea builds from Fig. 3-14. Aircraft from each flow project two "shadows" of
width Dep aligned along their relative velocity vector with respect to the other two
aircraft flows. As described in Section 3.2, no aircraft from the other flows may be
within these shadows without creating a conflict. The aircraft arrangement shown in
Fig. 3-14 is able to cope with densely packed aircraft flows (where aircraft initially fol-
low each other at minimum separation distance in each flow), while avoiding conflicts
and generating only bounded aircraft deviations. Moreover this partition is valid for
an arbitrary large number of aircraft. However, this flow resolution structure requires
significant velocity control. A more desirable solution would try and avoid velocity
control, and concentrate on offset maneuvers instead.
Fig. 3-14 may however be used as an inspiration to construct an airspace parti-
tion that may handle infinite intersecting flows via lateral deviations only. The idea
is to generate an airspace partition using appropriately constructed aisles (aligned
along relative velocity vectors) and resulting spots where aircraft in each flow may
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Figure 3-13: Divergence of 3 flows under decentralized, sequential resolution strategy.
The initial separation distance is 5 nm. Top: airspace simulation. Bottom: amplitude
of maneuver as a function of time of entry
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Figure 3-14: A way to partition the airspace for three 120 deg oriented aircraft flows.
Figure 3-15: By performing a lateral displacement, an aircraft can be translated to a
safe spot (blank airspace). A buffer B can be added to account for uncertainties and
lack of maneuvering precision.
locate themselves to avoid aircraft in the other flows (Fig. 3-15). Such a concept was
proposed in a different context in [21].
Robustness to arrival process
One available design variable when constructing this structure is the width of each
aisle. However, as shown in Fig. 3-16, choosing the same aisle width for each flow
does not result in any improvements, because for some initial aircraft locations along
their nominal path, there exist no lateral deviation leading to a safe "spot" via lateral
deviations only (these locations are shown with black lines on the figure).
Feasible solutions are obtained if the airspace is structured with different aisle
width patterns for each of the three aircraft flow pairs. The structure shown in
Fig. 3-17 can handle any aircraft flow as described at the beginning of this section;
as such it provides a bounded, feasible initial flow configuration that may be used for
example as a starting point for an on-line optimization procedure. This solution has
been optimized to minimize the maximal lateral displacement using a randomized
search algorithm. It is then compared with solutions obtained with mathematical
programming software for finite sets of aircraft belonging to three flows.
For the three flows, we outlined the spots where aircraft could be positioned. As
noted, the size of each aisle to safety distance ratio (h/Dsep) is now different for each
flow pair interaction, and the pattern of aisle, periodic. As can be inferred from the
way our structure has been constructed, the region where the positioning occurs can
be partitioned with equilateral triangles whose edge length is 4Dep/V/3, as shown
for flow 1 in Fig. 3-18. This airspace decomposition allows aircraft from any flows to
perform lateral maneuvers and find a conflict-free location, as proven thereafter.
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Figure 3-16: Uniformly changing aisle width does not help some aircraft to find a
"safe spot". Top left: h/Dep = 1. Top right: h/Dep = 2. Bottom: h/Dsep 0o.
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-
Figure 3-18: Partition of the region of positioning for flow 2 with equilateral triangles.
Once such a partition has been identified, it is verified that any aircraft along the
original flight path axis is able to reach a protected zone (dark triangles) via lateral
displacement only.
Optimization of the geometry and performance bound
Consider Fig. 3-19. We represent the allowed spots as a function of the abscissa for
flow 1 with the aisle structure in the background. Other spot locations may also be
feasible, as sometimes a displacement to one side of the original track is equivalent
in cost (distance from the axis) to a displacement to the other side. The plot is
periodic, due to the periodicity of the crossing patterns. For flow 1 (Fig. 3-19), a
whole period is shown, which corresponds to a length of 24 Dse,. The spot locations
are systematically computed by Matlab for the three flows and are shown in Fig. 3-20.
It is noted that the period for flow 2 is 4 0D~ep, and for flow 3, 60De,. By inspection
of Fig. 3-20, the maximum deviation experienced occurs in flows 2 and 3, for a value
of:
dmax = 6.4Dse,. (3.11)
This gives a maximal overall lateral displacement of 32.0 nm as well as an upper
bound on the maximum lateral deviation that may be performed by aircraft. This is
far from being a realistic value and cannot possibly be applied "as is" for practical
flow management purposes. However, it may be of value to get some understanding
of the way conflict resolution processes work.
Comparison with mixed integer programming optimization
The conservatism of the solution proposed in the previous section may be evaluated
using numerical optimization procedures on particular, finite aircraft flow instances.
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Figure 3-19: Determination of safe optimal spots with a given structure. Non con-
flicting spots are blank. At each abscissa, the closest safe spot from the original
path is determined. The result is the solid line, exhibiting periodicity. The maximal
deviation is immediately derived.
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Figure 3-20: Result of the systematic calculation of best safe spots under Matlab for
the structure shown in Fig. 3-17. Here, the unit u is 2Dep/v/5. The results for flows
1 to 3 appear from top to bottom.
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We considered three densely packed flows (initial aircraft separation within a flow is
5 nm) of twenty aircraft in each flow, and used a centralized solution procedure based
on mixed integer programming. It is similar to that described and applied to two
intersecting aircraft flows in our earlier work [29].
As may be seen in Fig. 3-21 (bottom), the largest displacement experienced by
the aircraft is 23.1 nm. This solution is found using CPLEX, a linear programming
optimization software [22]. This numerical test provides a lower bound on the aircraft
lateral deviation, which is about 30 % less than that provided by the airspace structure
provided earlier (Fig. 3-21, top). This gives an estimate of the performance of a
configuration built by procedure (using our structure) compared with that of an
optimized configuration (using CPLEX).
Application to an en-route situation
Fig. 3-22 shows an illustration of the procedure-based control scheme. A real-world
intersection of airways (Durango VOR1 ) is shown in Fig. 3-22-a. In Fig. 3-22-b, a
number of aircraft are shown approaching the beacon. Some of these are on a conflict
path with each other. The structure given by our procedure-based control scheme is
overlaid in Fig. 3-22-c. To avoid all conflicts, aircraft need to be brought to the spots
shown in Fig. 3-22.d. The choice of maneuver is free: specifically, offset maneuvers
are possible as they are almost equivalent to lateral displacement. In this case, safe
spots should be found by searching on a line inclined at an angle t(7r/2 + x/ 2) with
respect to the direction of the low. (see also Section 3.2)
3.5 Summary
Table 3.1 summarizes the three models analyzed in this chapter. Results from [28]
are given for comparison purposes.
VHF Omnidirectional Radio Range Beacon used for in-flight navigation.
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the structure shown in Fig. 3-17, maximum deviation is 32 nm. Bottom: Conflict
resolution for the same configuration via mixed integer linear programming, maximum
deviation is 23.1 nm
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Type Flows Category Performance Stability Reference
Lat. disp. 2 Decentr. dmax DsepN/Z By proof [28]
Offset 2 Decentr. dmax = Dep/Z By proof [Section 3.2]
Hdg. chg. 2 Decentr. tan X = oF By proof [Section 3.3]
Lat. disp. 3 Centr. dmax = 6 .4 Dep Offline con- [Section 3.4]
struction
Lat. disp. 3 Centr. Flow dependent Online com- [28]
putation con-
vergence
Table 3.1: Summary of conflict models
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Chapter 4
Control of a linear flow under
separation and scheduling
constraints
4.1 Background
This chapter investigates the problem of propagation of delays in the NAS. The
limited capacity of a runway in bad weather conditions is often the origin of rate
restrictions in the en-route airspace. Aircraft going to that particular runway are
impacted sometimes very early in their flight as restrictions tend to spread easily in
the system (see Section 1.1.2). Fig. 1-3 illustrates a problem that occurred when
restrictions for aircraft inbound to Newark airport impacted traffic hundreds of miles
away in a short amount of time (see [39]).
To delay the propagation of restrictions to upstream sectors, real-life controllers
use a number of different tools (see [40]). One tool is speed control: by slowing down
an aircraft, it is possible to increase the distance from the preceding aircraft, and thus
decrease the sector's apparent output rate of aircraft. This works for a limited period
of time since the aircraft cannot fly below a certain minimum speed. Another tool
is path-stretching, whereby the controller increases the distance flown by an aircraft
in his sector to delay the exit. Path-stretching is also limited in time because of
geometric constraints of the sector.
Aircraft arrivals scheduling and sequencing represent an increasingly challenging
task, sometimes addressed by automation tools at the ATC facility. Ref. [14] set the
basis for most of the research in Air Traffic Management. Delay propagation in the
NAS is the object of a few studies, such as [4]. Ref. [6] treats the problem of conflict
resolution under scheduling constraints. We choose to analyze scheduling issues at
the sector level to derive macroscopic trends. Some of the issues mentioned thereafter
also appear in the management of other types of transportation. (see [34, 41] for road
traffic applications)
This chapter investigates the behavior of one sector that uses the control schemes
mentioned above to meter its aircraft. Variables of interest are sector length D and
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width w, speed range, and rate restrictions.
Our metrics are the capacity of the sector and the responsiveness to an output
rate change. This provides a performance index for the control schemes we consider.
We complete the definition of capacity found in Section 2.4.2 as follows: it is the
number of aircraft that have come in at a rate A and have come out at the restricted
output rate pr after speed control. Responsiveness is the time between a change of
the output rate restriction yr and the change of the actual output rate y as seen by
an observer at the exit of the sector.
Section 4.2 introduces the models used for the sector and the aircraft. Section 4.3
presents the control laws to be used to schedule aircraft, and simulations are per-
formed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 analyzes and derives results of capacity and per-
formance of the global control scheme.
This chapter presents results that appeared in [10].
4.2 System definition
This section describes the models used for the analysis: sector geometry, aircraft
kinematics, and aircraft flow behavior.
4.2.1 Sector geometry
The en-route sector of interest is modeled by a rectangle, and trajectories are re-
stricted to be two-dimensional (see Section 2.1.3). In the study of speed control, this
rectangular geometry can be further simplified into a one-dimensional sector: Fig. 4-1
shows that sectors close to major airports match this one-dimensional model. In the
real-world, a lot of sectors also have minor crossing traffic requesting separation: this
is not taken into account in our study. (see [6] for an analysis on this matter)
Our sector is a rectangle of length D and width w, with aircraft arriving at x = 0
(entry point I) and leaving at x = D (exit point 0). Fig. 4-1 shows that most sectors
have a length a lot larger than their width. This length D is typically 150 nm in the
National Airspace System and the width w is 40 nm. Points I and 0 represent the
fixes where flights are handed over from one sector to the next (Fig. 4-1).
4.2.2 Aircraft
Aircraft are modeled as massless points that perfectly follow speed commands. No
dynamics are modeled, and speed changes occur instantaneously. Each aircraft Ai
is associated with a state-vector position-speed (xi, vi). Aircraft fly within a certain
speed range due to buffeting speed limitation on the lower end and maximum Mach
number on the upper end: vi E [Vmin, Vmax].
Important times in the aircraft journey through the sector are the entry and exit
times, denoted ti and si, respectively.
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Figure 4-1: Layout of the New York Center Sector. All three major New York airports
are located in the shaded area. One sector has been singled out to show how our model
mimics the sectors with some realism.
4.2.3 Flow
The aircraft flow enters the sector through point I (where the aircraft are handed over
from the upstream sector) and exits at point 0 (where the aircraft are handed over to
the downstream sector). The input rate is A and the output rate is p. The input rate
A corresponds, in the real world, to the output rate y of an upstream sector. If we
index the sectors with respect to their streamwise position, we thus have Ak+1 k
for all k.
We consider one single sector, for which p is dictated from outside, while A can
be controlled (by refusing incoming aircraft). This model may lead to the upstream
propagation of rate restriction throughout sectors. Because a restriction on y cannot
usually be respected instantaneously, p, denotes the desired output rate (desired by
the downstream sector). p is the achieved output rate, which ideally should equal pr.
Given an input flow A, aircraft arrival times are modeled in two ways:
" Deterministic model: aircraft interarrival times r are constant when A is con-
stant and equal to r = 1/A.
" Randomized model: aircraft interarrival times are normally distributed accord-
ing to N[1/A, §2] where g is the standard time deviation of the distribution.
It should be noted that it is impossible to keep an input rate A higher than p,
for an extended time. Drawing a parallel with the principle of mass conservation, we
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have "aircraft conservation" in the sector: in steady state, there must be as many
aircraft entering as aircraft leaving. We assume this sector is an en-route sector, and
thus has no airports to act as "sinks" of aircraft.
4.3 Control laws
This section analyzes the various control schemes from basic kinematics. In Sec-
tion 4.3.1, these laws are inquired from a "black box" perspective, regardless of the
type of control. Section 4.3.2 describes the back-propagation process at the level of
the individual sector.
Section 4.3.3 investigates the implementation of the schedule from Section 4.3.1
with speed control. Two variations of speed control are investigated in our study.
As both are based on the same principle, only the first is extensively described. The
second is a simple and straightforward modification of the first. Finally, Section 4.3.4
analyzes the implementation of the desired schedule with path stretching.
We implement a First-In, First-Out control scheme, so that aircraft are not allowed
to overtake one another.
4.3.1 Scheduling
The problem of buffering an aircraft flow in a sector can be seen as a scheduling task.
It consists in scheduling the aircraft exit times to match an output rate limit, although
the input rate has another value. Constraints are of different nature: distance, time,
rates, and speed constraints are imposed simultaneously. Frequent conversions be-
tween those types of constraints thus appear in the derivations.
An aircraft enters the sector at ti and exits at si. The time it spends in the sector
is ri, where ti + ri = si. The apparent longitudinal speed is vi = D/ri.
Let us first derive the desired (scheduled) time of exit si. This is subject to three
types of constraints, ordered by priority:
" Aircraft physical capacity: the two aircraft operational speed constraints (Vmin
and vmax), Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2);
* Regulatory constraint: the separation constraint (minimum separation of De,), Eq. (4.3);
* Traffic management constraint: output rate pr, Eq. (4.4).
Following the same order, we have:
si < ti + (4.1)
Vmin
D
Si > ti + (4.2)
Vmax
si si_1+ Dsep (4.3)
Vi-1
1
Si = si-1 + . (4.4)
pr
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Thus, the scheduled time of exit si is:
min ti + , max ti + D si_1 + D sep _ . (4.5)
Vmin Vmax iPr))
A special note should be made here for the separation constraint. The scheduled
time of arrival derived from the separation constraint Eq. (4.3) only guarantees sep-
aration at exit. However, separation has to be maintained throughout the sector.
Eq. (4.3) is sufficient to guarantee this separation, given that aircraft enter the sector
already separated. Let us denote c the distance between two consecutive aircraft. If
both aircraft keep their respective speed constant, then c varies linearly with time. If
separation is guaranteed both when the speed command is given (by assumption) and
when the aircraft exit Eq. (4.3), then it is assured by continuity anywhere inbetween.
Thus Eq. (4.3) is sufficient to assure separation at any point of the flight within the
sector.
Since each optimal exit time depends on the exit time of the preceding aircraft,
si needs to be determined recursively. For speed control, the speed command is then
derived directly from si with v = D/(si - ti).
4.3.2 Input rate control
When the sector is unable to deal with an output restriction, it may either decide to
violate the output restriction or request a lower input rate from the upstream sector.
The latter option is considered here.
Various ways to request a lower input rate are possible. "A" could be requested
to be well below, exactly equal to, or slightly above (but then for a limited time) the
imposed output rate Pr. We choose to decrease this input rate - that is, the output
of the upstream sector - to the output restriction when minimum speed is reached.
Before that, no restrictions exist.
This strategy back-propagates the restriction as late in time as possible. This is
a relatively tougher restriction than if the restriction is back-propagated right from
the start.
4.3.3 Speed control
We now look specifically at the speed control scheme, under two of its variations:
" Entry control, where aircraft are controlled only once - at their entry - and keep
the commanded speed setting until they exit;
" Extended control, where aircraft speeds are continuously controlled in the first
100y% of the sector. They keep the last setting in the last 100(1 - y)% of the
sector.
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Entry control
In the entry control law, the control system commands incoming aircraft speed on
entry only. This speed setting is not be modified until the aircraft exits.
We consider the four constraints stated above by priority:
" Speed must remain in the operational range of the aircraft: the actual vi is
given in Eq. (4.9).
* Separation must be maintained throughout the sector: this requirement can be
verified by only enforcing the separation constraint at the exit with a speed
command v": Eq. (4.7).
* An ideal exit time enforces the desired output rate pr. The speed is adjusted in
Eq. (4.6) to vr so that maximum efficiency is achieved, meaning that all aircraft
pairs are exactly a time 1/pr apart at the output.
" Of the last two constraints, the most important is separation: the speed to be
commanded to the aircraft must never be higher than that computed in Eq. (4.7),
yielding v"m in Eq. (4.8).
All these requirements translate into the following constraints:
=r Di 1 (4.6)o' D-zi_ i1 40
V = Vi 1  D (4.7)D + Dsep - xi_1
v" = min(vr, v"), (4.8)
vi = sat V"ax(vM). (4.9)
where the saturation function is defined as:
sat '(x) = a for x < a (4.10)
= x for a < x < b (4.11)
= b for x > b. (4.12)
vi is the speed command effectively passed on to the aircraft. A system diagram
appears in Fig. 4-2 (top), where measured parameters are shown.
Extended control
In this second strategy of speed control, aircraft are submitted to the controller's
command while they are flying over the first 1007% of the sector. The output rate
restriction Pr is only allowed to be piece-wise constant: the speed commands change
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Figure 4-2: Diagram of the system. Measured parameters are represented with color
markers consistent with those shown on plots. Top: Entry control. Bottom: Setup
of the extended control law, which includes the possibility to control a portion -y of
the sector.
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only during the step changes of pr. The same requirements as in the previous para-
graph apply, leading to the following system of equations:
Vr = D - xi
' D-_1 1 (4.13)
Vi-1 A
V8 = Vi_1 Dxi (4.14)
D + Dsep - zi_1
v" = min(vr, v,), (4.15)
vi = sat Va(vM). (4.16)
If Xi E [0, yD] then vi is the speed command given to aircraft Ai when pr changes.
If xi E ]1D, D] then the speed setting is the last command given to aircraft Ai in
[0, -yD].
As the information relative to the output rate restriction is influencing the speed
of aircraft further into the sector, the responsiveness of the sector to a change in pr
is expected to be better than for entry control.
Fig. 4-2 (bottom) gives an overview of the extended law.
4.3.4 Path stretching
We now address the scheduling problem stated in Section 4.3.1 using path stretching.
This approach follows the example of today's air traffic controllers, who usually extend
the path of aircraft to slow them down.
Principle
Path stretching consists of deviating the aircraft by an angle X1 for a time Q!, and
taking the returning angle X2 for a time Q = ti - si - Q. Our path stretching
maneuver is restricted to two legs. More legs could be considered, which would lead
to more control authority at the expense of analytical simplicity. Path stretching
is symmetrical if Q = ( (and Xi = -X2). The heading changes are assumed to
be instantaneous, as by Section 2.1.2. (see Fig. 4-3). For all cases, the following
constraints exist (the aircraft exits at one only point):
Qsin Xi = sinX2
D = v(( cos X1 + ( cos X2).
Performance gain with path stretching
A straightforward analysis shows that path stretching induces an apparent (projected
on the straight trajectory) speed modification of:
Av Ticos X1 + T2 cOS X2 _ 1. (4.17)
V T1 + 72
To limit maneuver amplitude, only a certain range of X's should be used.
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CD
Figure 4-3: Path stretching: notations and corner point locus
Symmetrical path stretching
We first consider the case of symmetrical path stretching (Q = Q, thus Xi = X2 = X).
Here, the largest lateral deviation from the original path occurs at ti + Q, i.e. at the
corner point C in the middle of the trajectory between the entrance and the exit (see
Fig. 4-3). Given w, the width of the sector, and D, its length, the maximum allowable
deviation is: W (4.18)tan Ymax =D
Eq. (4.17) simplifies to:
= cos X - 1 (4.19)
V
and
Av _ D - VD 2 + W (4.20)
V V D2 4 2
Typical values of D (150 nm) and w (40 nm) give Av/v ~ -3.4%.
Asymmetrical path stretching
Contrary to the preceding section, we now consider the case where Xi # X2. From
Eq. (4.17), the locus of corner points of trajectories with identical Av/v is found
to be an ellipse. Fig. 4-3 shows that the use of asymmetrical path stretching helps
achieve the same Av/v with less lateral deviation (the blue trajectory in Fig. 4-3 has
its corner point C beyond the width limit of the sector, while the red trajectory, of
the same length, has its corner point C' within the limits). We choose the minimal
Xi that achieves the requested Av/v.
Fig. 4-4 (right part of the curve) shows the angle X as a function of Av/v for a given
D and w (typical values used in the previous section). Efficiency of a control scheme
is measured by the inverse of the slope of the curve, representing the incremental
angular deviation needed to slow down the aircraft by an incremental amount of Av/v.
The asymmetrical path stretching scheme is thus less efficient than its symmetrical
counterpart.
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Figure 4-4: Deviation angle x (or X1) as a function of the apparent decrease in
(projected) speed Av/v = , for a sector of length D = 150 nm and width w = 40 nm.
The function is continuous and consists of two parts, noticeable by the discontinuity of
the slope at Av/v = 6 ~ -3.4%: the left part is when symmetrical path stretching
is used, and the right part is when the upper limit on width (w) is reached and
asymmetrical path stretching is enforced.
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Figure 4-5: Snapshot of a sector under path-stretching flow control. Sector length is
D = 150 nm and width w = 40 nm. Trajectories are shown in dimmed lines. Top:
Symmetrical path stretching. Bottom: Asymmetrical path stretching.
General result for path stretching
Fig. 4-4 shows the general result regarding path stretching. The function x(), with
= Av/v, is the following:
" for ( < 6:
- arctan W (4.21)
-D+ (D2+W2)(2+2(D2+W2)(+W2
-D  (~)tC2((+1)2((+2)
" for (> 6:
arccos (1 + () (4.22)
with & = D 1. This result does not take into account separation, which is
investigated in the next section.
Path stretching and separation
Because path stretching uses a second dimension by moving the airplanes on a plane,
separation becomes a harder issue than in the speed control case, where timing con-
straints guarantee separation. Fig. 4-5 shows snapshots of a sector using path stretch-
ing for flow control; both symmetrical and asymmetrical cases are shown.
The variation of the distance between two aircraft in line, A1 and A2 , is investi-
gated (t 2 > t 1 , i.e. A1 is the first aircraft):
xi(t) = (v(t - ti) cos Xi, v(t - ti) sin X1 ). (4.23)
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Denoting At = ti - ti, and noticing that the entry separation between two
aircraft is:
VAt = Dsep+ B (4.24)
where B is the extra buffer between aircraft at entry, we derive the distance e(t):
E(t) = (vt(cos X2 - cos Xi) - (Dep + B) cos X2) 2  (4.25)
+(vt(sin X2 - sin X1) - (Dep + B) sin X2) 2 .
E is an increasing function of time when X2 > X1, which is the case when a restriction
exists (see Fig. 4-4, when ( is decreasing, X is increasing) so that there is no loss of
separation on the first leg of the trajectory. For the return leg, the distance between
the two aircraft decreases. However, they are separated a priori by the choice of
( - thus of X - which takes into account separation at the exit. Since they are
separated at the corner point, and are separated at the exit, then by monotonicity
they are separated throughout their first leg. Thus, when a restriction exists, no
loss of separation occurs, regardless of the initial separation (larger than Dep by
assumption).
It is different when the restriction has been lifted, and the recovery process is
under way. The minimum distance may then be violated. To solve this problem, the
following policy is implemented: every other aircraft scheduled during the recovery
process is be sent on the lower part of the sector1 , in a zone that has not been
used before. Therefore, we ensure a virtual separation at entry equal to 2 Dep. The
following proves that this separation is sufficient to avoid any separation problem.
Using this policy, we have B = Dep. We find the minimum of c:
e .= min c(t) = Dsep 12(1 + cos X1 cos X2 + sin X1 sin X2), (4.26)t>0
which is always larger than Dep as long as (X1, X2) E [0, 7r/2]2 . This proves our
previous claim on separation for the first leg. With arguments analogous to those
used previously, separation is also guaranteed on the second leg.
Analogy with speed control
Preceding sections show that path stretching gives results similar to speed control
from the scheduling point of view. Specifically, as the path stretching command is
only given once, and is not modified while the aircraft is in the sector, it is analogous
to entry control.
In the case of speed control, scheduling is respected as long as the lower speed limit
is not reached. With path stretching, scheduling is respected as long as geometrical
limits are not reached. These limits are derived in Section 4.5.3.
Simulations of some restriction scenarios follow. They have been computed using
only speed control. The performance results are analogous to those obtained with
path stretching.
'This policy can be used all the time, we only need it during the recovery process.
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4.4 Simulations
Simulations of the system using speed control are run under Matlab. In all exam-
ples below, the sector of interest is 150 nm long, consistent with today's National
Airspace System design. Airspeed ranges from 400 kt to 500 kt (see Section 2.1.2).
Appendix A provides a summary of all simulations parameters shown below. To de-
rive simulations for path stretching, this range could be adjusted and derived from
geometrical considerations.
A number of parameters are monitored as functions of time. Fig. 4-2 (top) shows
a concise view of the system, including the points where parameters are measured.
The following section details the plotted values.
4.4.1 Simulation parameters
Simulation results are shown with three different plots (see Fig. 4-6 below for illustra-
tion). The top plot shows the speed given to the aircraft at the entrance of the sector
(one blue dot per aircraft) and the speed at the exit of the sector (purple circles).
One data is not a simple translation in time of the other, because an aircraft flying at
400 kt takes more time to pass through the sector than an aircraft flying at 500 kt.
One way to read this plot is to see the two lines as representing the range of speeds
of the aircraft within the sector. For instance, at t = 2 hr in Fig. 4-6, aircraft in the
sector have speeds ranging from 415 kt to 465 kt, approximately.
The middle plot shows a number of different rates of aircraft (i.e. the number of
aircraft going through certain points over an hour): the dotted green line represents
the input rate A from the upstream sector (sector k - 1 as labeled in Fig. 4-2), the
solid red line the restriction y,. on the output flow as requested by the downstream
sector (sector k + 1). The blue dots represent the actual output rate p. These dots
turn to stars if the rate is in violation of the output constraint. However, because in
this model we "flush" the first few aircraft, some blue dots appear as being above the
red line: they represent the "flushed" aircraft.
The bottom plot shows two different things: first, with blue dots, the separation of
aircraft at the exit is shown. This separation, in nautical miles (nm) should never be
below 5 nm. If the separation is greater than or equal to 5 nm at the exit, Section 4.3.3
shows that the separation between aircraft is also above the safety minimum during
the whole time within the sector. Finally, a graph consisting of green crosses shows
the difference in speed of two consecutive aircraft.
4.4.2 Sector saturation
Deterministic arrivals - Entry control
In this first simulation (Fig. 4-6), we test the endurance of the system when an
output restriction lower than the input rate lasts for a time long enough to witness a
saturation of the system.
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Figure 4-6: Simulation with deterministic scheduled arrivals. A restriction is imposed
on the output rate at t = 1.5 hr.
The situation is initially at steady-state with 52 aircraft arriving per hour (A = 52)
at a speed of v = 500 kt, thus creating a spacing of v/A = 9.6 nm. The output
restriction is set to p, = 60, thus above the input rate A (i.e. no restriction is
imposed). There is no speed command given to the incoming aircraft.
At t = 1.5 hr, the output restriction goes below the input rate at p, = 46, trigger-
ing the need for speed control of incoming aircraft. Arriving aircraft are slowed down
and any new aircraft goes slower than those preceding. This control only impacts the
output rate after the time needed for the first impacted aircraft to reach the end of
the sector, approximately t = D/v = 18 min (our measure of responsiveness). From
there on, the output rate matches the output rate constraint until the speed command
reaches an unacceptably low level (vmi, = 400 kt). When this level is reached, the
new incoming aircraft are only given the command to slow down to Vmin, in order
to maintain spacing. The output p rate returns to A (all new aircraft are given the
exact same speed when entering, thus their output time spacing remains their input
time spacing), and the output restriction is violated.
Deterministic arrivals - Entry and input rate control
One option to avoid violating the restriction is to back-propagate it to the upstream
sector and impose a lower input rate at some point in time (see Fig. 4-7): this mimics
what is done in the real ATM world. Section 4.3.2 describes the control scheme
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Figure 4-7: Simulation with deterministic scheduled arrivals. A restriction is imposed
on the output at t = 1.5 hr. Input control is active and lowers the input rate at
t~ 2.2 hr.
implemented and shown in Fig. 4-7.
Because the input rate exactly matches the output rate, speed control is unneces-
sary and impossible, thus prohibiting the speed of the flow to build up again. To see
the speed command increase, one needs some extra time spacing, provided either by
a lower input rate or a higher output rate (the latter is possible when the restriction
is lifted).
Randomized arrivals - Entry control
Fig. 4-8 presents a simulation analogous to that of Fig. 4-6, except the arrival process
is now randomized. The random variable here is the time between two successive
arrivals. This inter-arrival time is normally distributed with a mean equal to 1/A,
with A appearing on the plot as a dotted green line, and a standard deviation ' = 5
s. Approximately 95% of all inter-arrival times occur in [1/A - 2;; 1/A + 2§].
The capacity - defined as the number of aircraft passing through the sector and
able to match the desired output constraint - is not much impacted by the randomness
of the arrivals. Multiple runs of simulations with randomized arrivals have shown
that the average capacity remains constant for different values of g, as long as the
randomness does not imply a violation of the minimum separation constraint at the
entry.
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Figure 4-8: Simulation with randomized arrivals. A restriction is imposed on the
output at t = 1.5 hr.
Deterministic arrivals - Extended control
In the operational environment, an output restriction might be imposed by the down-
stream sector with short notice. The goal is then to match the desired output rate in
the shortest time. To improve the responsiveness of the system (equal to t = D/v in
the entry control scheme), we consider controlling the first 100y% of the sector (Fig. 4-
2 bottom). It is impossible to control 100% of the sector because this might imply
dramatic speed changes close to exit. Furthermore, the assumption of instantaneous
speed change does not hold in such a case.
Fig. 4-9 shows a simulation using this particular algorithm, with 100Y = 80% of
the sector controlled. The responsiveness is improved. Straightforward analysis tells
us that the 20% of the sector not under control translates into a delay of t = (1-y)D/v
(or approximately 4 min) before the restriction is met. This is better than the result
obtained with entry control (18 min).
The speed evolution with time is different. The speed curve at exit from t ~ 1.6 hr
to t ~ 1.8 hr has a particular shape (compare Fig. 4-9 with Fig. 4-6). It reflects the
speed commands given to the aircraft already in the sector when the restriction is
imposed. Once those aircraft are flushed, the usual variation returns.
An interesting property appears when modifying the parameter -Y. The capacity
of the sector remains unchanged for a wide range of y. We assume here that the
speed commands given to aircraft within the sector at the issuance of the restriction
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Figure 4-9: Simulation with 80% of the sector controlled. A restriction is imposed on
the output at t = 1.5 hr.
is in the acceptable range of speed (i.e., greater than vmin). Controlling a greater
portion of the sector only improves responsiveness. This is of great interest from an
Air Traffic Management perspective. An analysis is given in Section 4.5.2.
4.4.3 Temporary restriction
After a restriction has been present for some time, and this restriction has been lifted
to a value higher than the input rate, speed commands should be driven back to their
original value (here v = 500 kt). However, two parameters influence this recovery
process: the minimum separation distance between aircraft must be respected as well
as the new output rate (Section 4.3.3).
In the following simulations two modes of recovery are identified: one where the
output restriction is the limiting factor, and another where the minimum separation
distance is.
Fig. 4-10 shows a simulation where the output rate drives this recovery: the speed
command is high enough, so that aircraft are time-spaced at the output at the lowest
value admissible for the given output rate (here: p,=60). Separation remains above
the 5 nm limit, and thus does not constitute a hard bound.
Fig. 4-11 shows a simulation where speed commands are given so that the 5 nm
spacing is respected throughout the sector. If speed commands were given only based
on the possible output rate, this separation would have been violated. Thus, the
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Figure 4-10: Simulation with deterministic scheduled arrivals. A restriction is im-
posed on the output at t = 1.5 hr and returns to 60 ac/hr at t = 2 hr.
actual output rate is lower than the maximum allowed.
4.4.4 Finite acceleration
Contrary to the rest of this thesis, we now consider aircraft with a finite acceleration
capacity. This simulation will not lead to an analysis and is only meant to provide
a ground for comparison with massless aircraft models. We build on the simulation
found in Fig. 4-9 that addresses extended control of the sector. The exact same pa-
rameters are used, except the acceleration and deceleration that are set at +0.4 kt/s.
This is an acceptable figure found in Air Traffic Control manuals [31, 13].
For such a value, differences between the purely kinematic and this enhanced
model are barely observable (see Fig. 4-12). Noticeably: no loss of separation occur,
and the capacity is cut by 10% aircraft (3 out of 32). This decrease of capacity is a
direct consequence of the limited acceleration: for an equivalent aircraft in both mod-
els, the commanded speed needs to be lower to counterbalance the distance accrued
while flying faster than desired during the deceleration phase. Thus, an aircraft takes
more of the "speed reserve" and this reserve is exhausted earlier than in the purely
kinematic case, yielding a lower capacity.
The restrictions imposed here are not very tough (reduction of only 12% of the
capacity), and do not require dramatic speed changes. Further simulations should be
run to better understand this problem.
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Figure 4-11: Simulation with deterministic scheduled arrivals. A restriction is im-
posed on the output at t = 1.5 hr and returns to 96 ac/hr at t = 2 hr.
4.5 Capacity analysis
We defined and simulated three control schemes: speed control in its two variants
(entry control and extended control), and path stretching. In this last section, we
derive the theoretical capacity of these schemes. We conclude our study with the
capacity obtained when speed control and path stretching are successively used.
4.5.1 Entry control
Capacity computation can be achieved in two different ways in the case of speed
control. One is to use Eq. (4.6) recursively to compute the speed of the n*h aircraft
when a restriction y, is enforced, with a flow initially flying at vf. Once vn is known,
capacity is computed by solving Vn = Vmin for n. Closed-form results are not available,
due to the recursive nature of the calculation.
Another way to proceed is to see aircraft as vehicles with scheduled times of entry
and exit. Knowing those two times, speed is easily derived knowing the length of the
sector. We restrict our analysis to entry control only under deterministic arrivals and
extend the result to the extended control case in Section 4.5.2.
The metering constraint pr is set at time t. Thus, for all aircraft Ai such that
t2 > t, the exit time si is set so that si - si- = 1/pr.. We assume t = t-, i.e. the
constraint is set when aircraft A0 enters. The speed command given to A0 has not
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Figure 4-12: Simulation with an enhanced aircraft model. The acceleration is limited
to 0.4 kt/s. This plot should be compared with Fig. 4-9 as the same simulation
parameters are used: deterministic scheduled arrivals, control over 80% of the sector,
restriction imposed on the output at t = 1.5 hr and lifted.
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taken into account the restriction p,. Thus:
D
so =t+ -
V0
=S
D
si =t+ V1
1
= +S
Pr
n
Sn =-+S. (4.27)
Ar
Also:
n + t. (4.28)A
Combining Eq. (4.27) and Eq. (4.28):
D
on= . (4.29)
Equating Eq. (4.29) with Vmin, we can solve for nVc, the capacity of the sector
obtained with speed control:
D (1 - m)
nvc= 1 1) (4.30)
As expected, the capacity of the sector depends on the length D, the flow speed Vf,
the minimum speed Vmin, and the input and output restriction rates.
4.5.2 Extended control
Section 4.4.2 showed that extended control has the same capacity regardless of 7.
Fig. 4-13 shows a visual proof of that property. The red trajectories are created
by aircraft controlled under entry control only. The restriction is issued at t. From
there on, entering aircraft are assigned times of exit, separated in accordance with p,.
Accordingly, speed commands that are expected to respect these schedules are given.
This lasts until the minimum speed is reached - the minimum speed is geometrically
visualized by a green triangle on the picture.
Black trajectories represent aircraft controlled under the extended law (control
over 100-y% of the sector). We notice that the trajectories and scheduled times of
exit are identical. Only the time of issuance of the restriction t' appears later than for
the previous case, which means it is closer to the time when the metering is enforced
(already noticed with the faster response). Trajectories are identical except for those
which intercept the line representing time t' (i.e. the aircraft already in the sector
at time t'). These trajectories have "kinks" in them, resulting from the change of
speed given to them at this time. They have the same scheduled times (with another
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Figure 4-13: Geometrical approach to understand why capacity does not change with
the controlled proportion of a sector 7. Shown in black and red, solid lines are the
time-space trajectories of aircraft either under single entry control or control over -y
of the sector.
time reference, though), and as such do not interfere differently with the trajectories
of the aircraft still out of the sector at t'. The evolution after the first aircraft have
been flushed away from the sector is identical in both cases, and maximum capacity is
reached at the same time, when Vmin (represented by the triangle) is reached. Thus,
both control laws yield the same capacity.
We recall the capacity Eq. (4.30), which still applies for the extended control case:
D (1 - )
Vmin ( 1 -
4.5.3 Path stretching
The gain in capacity due to path stretching can be computed in a way similar to the
previous cases. Theoretically, the maximum length of a two-leg path in the sector
with prescribed entry and exit points is 1max = V'D 2 + w2 , where w and D are the
width and length of the sector. The minimum length is evidently the straight line,
'max = D. Given that this trajectory is flown at speed vf, the apparent speed vaPp of
an aircraft under path stretching control varies in the range:
vapp E [Va, = Vf D ,app = v5] (4.31)
Vw 2 + D2'ma
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We can now use Eq. (4.29), and by equating v, with vag., we get a capacity for path
stretching:
lps = -w 2 ± D 2 - D (4.32)
Vf r A
A noticeable fact about the latter expression is its dependence on 1/vf. From a
practical perspective, it means that the path stretching "tool" is more efficient with a
lower entry speed. It is then logical to think about sequencing both control schemes
(speed control and path stretching) to obtain an enhanced capacity.
4.5.4 Sequence of control policies
In this last section, we adopt the following procedure:
" No restriction is initially applied to the sector's outgoing rate.
" When a restriction occurs, entry speed control is enforced. Airplanes start
decreasing their speed according to their positions in the flow.
* Airspeed control authority is lost after nvc aircraft. The n'%c aircraft has speed
greater than or equal to Vmin. To transition smoothly to path stretching (at the
beginning of which aircraft do not deviate much from the straight line), aircraft
under path stretching control are given a speed of Vmin, avoiding any separation
problem.
" Path stretching control authority is lost after nps.
* If the restriction is lifted before this happens, the recovery process first involves
sending every other aircraft on the other side of the sector (see Section 4.3.4).
When the apparent speed of the aircraft returns to Vmin, entry speed control
takes over path stretching until a return to normal is effective.
Using this two-scheme procedure, we obtain a sector capacity of:
w2 + D2 - m
ntota = n . (4.33)
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This work considers two aspects of en-route airspace operations, in an idealized fash-
ion. Although aircraft are modeled without dynamics, the maneuvers under con-
sideration lead to nice yet meaningful results of stability or performance of control
policies.
Intersecting flows of aircraft are the object of Chapter 3. Section 3.2 complements
the initial works of Mao [28, 29, 30 on two intersecting aircraft flows and extends his
results to the new, more realistic offset maneuver model. Section 3.3 is an analysis of
the same model where aircraft use pure heading changes to perform conflict avoidance.
In Section 3.4, the problem of divergence of three intersecting flows with decentral-
ized conflict avoidance algorithms is addressed with a centralized, procedure-based
control concept. Comparison with flow-dependent control strategies requiring online
computations shows competitive performance. Future work on this side of the project
should concentrate on extending results of Section 3.3 to aircraft flows intersecting at
various angles and with different speeds in each flow.
Aircraft flow buffering and delay back-propagation in the air traffic system are
modeled in Chapter 4. Simple considerations show how adequate control of a sector
facing input/output imbalance can alleviate the overload of the airspace network by
avoiding unnecessary transmission of delays. Compact performance indices bring
insight as to what capacity to expect in various models. A natural and necessary
extension to that part of the work would be to add the impact of an intersecting flow.
This step would allow the coupling of conflict avoidance and traffic scheduling
constraints. It is a natural way to address the recurring question of airspace sector
capacity and help in the redesign of the air traffic control system.
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Appendix A
Simulations
3-2
3-5
3-6
3-13
3-21-top
3-21-bottom
Offset, 2 flows
Hdg. chg., 2 flows
Hdg. chg., 2 flows
Lat. disp., 3 flows
Lat. disp., 3 flows
Lat. disp., 3 flows
Fig. Arrival Speed range Input Output Duration Control Dynamics
4-6 Regular [400,500] kt 52 ac/hr [46,60] ac/hr 2.5 hr Entry Massless
4-7 Regular [400,500] kt Ctrld [46,60] ac/hr 2.5 hr Entry Massless
4-8 Normal [400,500] kt 52 ac/hr [46,60] ac/hr 2.5 hr Entry Massless
(c = 5 s)
4-9 Regular [400,500] kt 52 ac/hr [46,60] ac/hr 2.5 hr Extended Massless
(80%)
4-10 Regular [400,500] kt 52 ac/hr [46,60] ac/hr 0.5 hr Entry Massless
4-11 Regular [400,500] kt 52 ac/hr [46,96] ac/hr 0.5 hr Entry Massless
4-12 Regular [400,500] kt 52 ac/hr [46,60] ac/hr 2.5 hr Entry ±0.4 kt/s
Table A.1: Summary of simulations parameters. Top: Intersecting flows of aircraft.
(Chapter 3) Bottom: Aircraft buffering. (Chapter 4)
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Figure Model D (nm) [Aircraft Arrival Maxi
100
100
100
150
150
150
500
200
200
105
60
60
Uniform:
Constant
Uniform:
Constant
Constant
Constant
[5,15] nm
(5 nm)
[5, 10] nm
(5 nm)
(5 nm)
(5 nm)
7.1 nm
2.8 deg
4.5 deg
100 nm
32 nm
23.1 nm
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Appendix B
Complementary problem
Section 3.3.3 introduced the eastbound protection zone. This area is used in the
stability proof of Section 3.3 to show that it would have contained the projected
conflict zone of the southbound aircraft Ai if Aj had not deviated at all (i.e. rj =
-7/2). For the sake of the argument, the condition to prove here is slightly different:
if A, had only deviated by X/2 (i.e. = -7/2 - X/ 2), prove that Aj's projected
conflict zone would have been in the eastbound protection zone. This subtlety has
been omitted in the stability proof for clarity of exposure. It does not change the
proof in any way because the contradiction remains: "A, could have deviated less".
The mathematical problem is exposed below. Explanations for each steps are
given afterwards.
Given
10- (B.1)
and
X = arctan 2 2 (B.2)1 - 62
we want to prove that for all
0 E - , X (B.3)
there exists a
0. (0) E (X, X] (B.4)
such that for all
E - - X, - + X (B.5)
we have:
A, 0 and A 2 > 0 (B.6)
with
A1 = -(sin(64) sin(j) + sin(64) cos(!) + cos(92) sin(j) - cos(') cos(62) + 1 (B.7)
-6 v/2 1+ sin(62) sin(q) - cos(q) cos(O))/(sin(64) + sin(?)) + (-1
+cos( ) sin(O) + cos( ) cos(9) - sin(X) cos(9) + sin(s) sin(O)2 2 2 2
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+d -262 (cos( ) sin(9) - sin(s) cos(9) - 1))/(-cos( ) + sin(O))y2 2 2
+(sin(77) sin(9) + sin(6) cos(q) + cos(9) sin(q) - cos(7) cos(6) + 1
-6 v/ V1 + sin(q) sin(9) - cos(7) cos(9))/(sin(9) + sin(7))
and
A2 = -(-1 + cos( ) sin(9) + cos( )cos() - sin(!) cos(O) + sin( )sin(6) (B.8)
+v'2 -62 (cos( ) sin(9) - sin(!) cos(9) - 1))/(-cos(') + sin(9))
-(sin(7) sin(O) + sin(9) cos(q) + cos(0) sin(7) - cos(j) cos(9) + 1
+6 V V1 + sin(q) sin(9) - cos(q) cos(9))/(sin(O) + sin(77))
+(sin(94) sin(??) + sin(9n) cos(q) + cos(On) sin(j) - cos(q) cos(O) + 1
+6 v/2 V1 + sin(92) sin(7) - cos(q) cos(On))/(sin(9n) + sin(q)).
Eq. (B.1) states that the control volume has to be sufficiently large to enable
conflict avoidance maneuver. In practice, 6 is usually in the order of 0.2 or less.
Eq. (B.2) recalls the result of Eq. (3.10). A has maneuvered so that 7j = -7/2- X/2:
its projected conflict zone intersects the eastbound decision bound for 9 E [-x/ 2 , x],
yielding Eq. (B.3). Let us consider the "southern edge" of Aj's projected conflict
zone (i.e. a, see Fig. 3-7). We want to show the following lemma.
Lemma: any eastbound aircraft Ai sitting on this southern edge provides a conflict
free solution for a newcoming eastbound aircraft An sitting on the eastbound decision
bound with angle On.
Equivalently, this shows that the southern edge is in the eastbound protection
zone. Eq. (B.4), Eq. (B.5), and Eq. (B.6) provide the verification of the lemma.
Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.9) are both positive if the projected conflict zone of An is inside
that of Ai.
One difficulty of this mathematical problem arises from the absence of expression
for O, (Eq. (B.4) only says: "there exists a On"). By curve-fitting, an expression has
been found for O, and gives a correct O, for 6 < 0.2. Given the geometric parameter
6 and the position of Ai described by 0, On is expressed by:
On = #Mo", (B.9)
where
# = ( 1 2 93), (B.10)
= (1 6 62 63 64 ), (B.11)
-1.731. 10-5 -0.7062 -0.5177 -0.8154 +0.1876
M = -1.942 - 10-5 +1.342- 10-3 _1.019 -3.399 +0.6398 (B 12
+2.824 - 10-5 -3.818- 104  -1.396- 10-2 -2.905 -6.633 * *1I
-1.101 - 10-4 +9.107- 10- 3 -0.2543 +2.903 -17.00
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Eastbound or generic aircraft
Southbound aircraft
Newcoming aircraft
Radial coordinate of a southbound aircraft
Additional buffer distance between aircraft
Radial coordinate of an eastbound aircraft
Corner point
Normalized relative speed
Distance to point with constraints (radius or length sector)
Lateral displacement amplitude
Maximal lateral displacement amplitude
Minimum separation distance between aircraft
East point
Aisle width
Entry point
Index
Point on the lateral limit of the sector
Index
Index
Matrix of polynomial coefficients
Miss distance vector
North point
Index
Intersection or exit point
Protection zone
Time in sector
South point
Exit time
Entry time
Speed
Continued...
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Appendix C
Nomenclature
Ai
A,
An
a
B
b
C
C
D
d
dmax
Dsep
E
h
I
i
J
j
k
M
m
N
n
0
P
r
S
s.
t.
V
W = West point
w = Sector width
x = Cartesian coordinate
y = Cartesian coordinate
a = Scaled a
= Scaled b
"7 = Portion of sector under control
6 = Scaled Dep
E= Distance between two aircraft
(2, = Time on a path-stretching leg
7 = Angular coordinate of a southbound aircraft
6 = Angular coordinate of an eastbound aircraft
A = Input rate
= Output rate
Pr = Desired output rate
v = Scaled v
= Av/v
p = Northern edge of the projected conflict zone
a = Southern edge of the projected conflict zone
= Standard deviation of interarrival times
r = Interarrival time
x = Heading change
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